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The Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI), administered

PREFACE

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in conjunction with the
50 States, the District of Columbia, and New York City, compiles
detailed information on all work-related fatal injuries occurring in the
United States. In an effort to compile counts that are as complete
as possible, the fatality census uses diverse sources to identify,
verify, and profile fatal work injuries. Source documents such as
death certificates, news accounts, workers’ compensation reports,
and Federal and State agency administrative records are cross-
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This report was prepared in the Office of Compensation and
Working Conditions under the administration of Associate
Commissioner William Wiatrowski and Assistant Commissioner
John Ruser and under the direction of Katharine Newman, Chief
for the Division of Safety and Health Program Analysis and

referenced to gather key information about each workplace fatality.

Control. Scott Richardson, CFOI Program Manager, supervised

The annual CFOI report provides detailed tabulations of data from

Gregory Fayard, Matt Gunter, Jill Janocha, Joyce Northwood, and

the fatality census, as well as analytical articles on various topics
related to fatal workplace injuries. The report contains charts and
text highlighting fatality data from the Census of Fatal Occupational
Injuries, including charts derived from three analytical articles
using CFOI data.
User-created tables and supplemental tables can be accessed
on the Internet at https://www.bls.gov/iif. The online version of
the Profiles System can be accessed at http://data.bls.gov/GQT/
servlet/InitialPage.
Additional data are available on request from BLS:
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Office of Safety and Health Statistics
Room 3180
2 Massachusetts Avenue, NE.
Washington, DC 20212

the preparation of the report by staff members Dino Drudi,
Stephen Pegula. Editorial production of this report was provided
by Edith S. Baker, and graphic design by Bruce Boyd, both of the
Office of Publications and Special Studies, Division of Publishing,
William Parks II, Chief. Many other organizations contributed to
the success of the census, including the participating State and
local agencies that collected the data, the BLS regional offices
that helped review and process the data, and the BLS Office of
Field Operations, whose staff oversaw the census’ implementation
in the regions and States.
With the exception of articles reprinted from nongovernmental
sources, material in this publication is in the public domain and
may, with appropriate credit, be reproduced without permission.
The information is available to sensory-impaired individuals
upon request. Voice telephone: (202) 691–5200; Federal Relay
Service: (800) 877–8339.

